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Photothermal therapy (PTT) treatments have shown strong potential in treating tumors through their ability to target destructive
heat preferentially to tumor regions. In this paper we demonstrate that PTT in a murine melanoma model using gold nanorods
(GNRs) and near-infrared (NIR) light decreases tumor volume and increases animal survival to an extent that is comparable to
the current generation of melanoma drugs. GNRs, in particular, have shown a strong ability to reach ablative temperatures quickly
in tumors when exposed to NIR light. &e current research tests the e'cacy of GNRs PTT in a di'cult and fast growing murine
melanoma model using a NIR light-emitting diode (LED) light source. LED light sources in the NIR spectrum could provide a
safer and more practical approach to photothermal therapy than lasers. We also show that the LED light source can e(ectively and
quickly heat in vitro and in vivomodels to ablative temperatures when combined with GNRs.We anticipate that this approach could
have signi)cant implications for human cancer therapy.

1. Introduction

Melanoma continues to be a signi)cant public health problem
with increasing incidence and lethality [#]. In addition to
surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy, newer ther-
apies such as immunotherapy [!], new generation drug
treatments [%], and targeted photothermal ablation therapy
[$] have been investigated for treatment ofmelanoma. Specif-
ically, ablative PTT that utilizes NIR light to excite the
nanoparticles o(ers a potentially e(ective tumor eradication
therapy [*–+], while limiting damage to surrounding tissues
[,–##].

GNRs have been shown to be the most e'cient nanopar-
ticles at absorbing NIR light and converting that energy to
heat [#!] and could be at least -x more e'cient at this task
than gold nanospheres or nanoshells [#%, #$]. Coating the
GNRs with amphiphilic polymer-polyethylene glycol (PEG)
increases their stability and biocompatibility and enables
their e(ectiveness for cancer therapy [#*, #-] (Figures #(a)
and #(b)). Nonfunctionalized PEGylated GNRs administered

intravenously cannot penetrate normal blood vessels because
of the tight endothelial junctions; therefore, their concentra-
tion builds up in the plasma. Over time, their concentration
in solid tumors will build up, reaching several folds higher
than that in plasma due to the “leaky” endothelial lining of
tumor vasculature and the lack of e'cient lymphatic drainage
in tumors.&is phenomenon is known as the enhanced per-
meability and retention (EPR) e(ect and has been observed
to be widespread in solid tumors [#.–!"]. Functionalizing
PEGylated GNRs with targeting ligands has yet to show
concrete evidence of e'cacy and there is some evidence that
targeting ligands do not work in all cases [!#, !!]. &erefore,
the EPR e(ect may be adequate to localize PEG-coated GNRs
in vascularized tumors for e(ective PTT [!%].

Photothermal ablation e'cacy of GNRs can be increased
by amplifying the intensity and duration of NIR light expo-
sure [!$]. Lasers are di'cult and expensive to operate and by
design do not have the capabilities or practicalities of LED
lights. A new generation of LED light sources, by contrast,
is e(ective at delivering NIR light in increased intensity
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F/0123 #: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of GNRs before and a4er PEGylation and UV-Vis spectra of PEGylated GNRS.
&e GNRs are tuned to absorb NIR light by altering length to width ratios and the absorbed light is emitted as heat. (a) TEM image of GNRs
before the addition of PEG.&ese GNRs are coated with CTAB. (b) TEM image of GNRs a4er PEGylation, with phosphotungstic acid staining
to show PEG bilayer. (c) UV-Vis absorbance spectra for PEGylated GNRs, showing the LSPR at +*" nm.

and duration while minimizing the dangers associated with
lasers [!*]. Compact LED light source arrays can be designed
to illuminate a larger treatment area than lasers which
increases the probabilities of e(ective use in the clinic. In this
study, we use an LED NIR light source to excite GNRs in
murinemelanomamodels as an e(ective cancer therapy.&is
research builds on previous work in the )eld [,, !-] by using
an LED light source array to provide the necessary NIR light,
as opposed to a conventional laser device.

2. Materials and Methods

(.$. Synthesis of Gold Nanorods. Gold nanorods were sup-
plied by NanoRods LLC (Rockville, MD) synthesized with
an aspect ratio for peak absorbance at +*" nm (Figure #(c)).
&e seed-mediated method was used to synthesize the gold
nanorods [!-]. &is method uses cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) as the templating surfactant for synthesis.
A seed solution was prepared by adding *mL of ".!M
CTAB to *mL of "."""*M auric acid HAuCl4!%H2O and
reduced by the addition of ".-mL iced-cooled water and
"."#M sodium borohydride. &e growth solution consisted
of *mL of ".""#M auric acid added to *mL of ".!M CTAB
containing !*" "L of ".""$M silver nitrate and reduced by
adding ." "L of ".".++M L-ascorbic acid. A portion (#! "L)
of the seed solution was added to the growth solution which
then was stirred for four hours at !+–%"!C. By adjusting
the silver nitrate concentration in the growth solution,

CTAB-GNRs were formed with the correct absorbance
maxima. CTAB-GNRs were PEGylated with polyethylene
glycol (PEG) by standard thiol PEGylation using *"""M.W.
PEG.

(.(. Gold Nanorod Dispersion Heating. A gold nanorod dis-
persion with an optical density (OD) of -" was diluted to #
OD using deionized water (DIH2O). &e OD of the given
solution was determined via absorbance spectroscopy and
is equivalent to the observed absorbance. &e solution of
GNRs was diluted to OD # and placed in a # cm cuvette
and had absorbance spectroscopy performed on the solution.
An +*" nm LED LumiBright LE light engine (Innovations
in Optics, Woburn, MA) was placed $ cm above the GNRs
dispersion with a 5ux density of #W/cm2 at the surface of
the dispersion. Temperature was measured using a calibrated
FLIR E$" thermal imaging camera (FLIR Systems, Boston,
MA) over #"minutes against a water control.

(.'. In Vitro Animal Tissue Model. A swine muscle tissue
model was developed to simulate the heating of a tumor
infused with GNRs.&e model consisted of an animal tissue
base layer of !.* # !.* # # cm, a simulated tumor, and a tissue
overlay. &e simulated tumor was made by shredding # cm3
of animal tissue and mixing with !"""L of the appropriate
GNRs OD for the experiment.&e GNRs-infused tissue was
then loaded into a # cm3 indentation in the base layer of the
tissue model. An animal tissue top layer of the same length
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and width as the base layer was applied on top of the base
and simulated tumor to imitate tumor depth. &e simulated
tumor depth was varied to ", ".*, and #." cm.

(.#. In Vitro Animal Tissue Model with De)ned Heating. A
swine muscle tissue model was used to further demonstrate
the ability of GNRs and NIR light to heat along de)ned
patterns. Animal tissue was frozen and cut into $ # $ # # cm
base layers, with top layers of the same dimensions. &e top
layer thickness was varied from ".* cm to # cm. “X” shapes
(%.* cm across, ".!* cm wide, ".!* cm deep) were carved into
the top surface of base pieces, and all tissues were thawed
completely. X shapes were )lled with OD %.% (" cm depth
models), OD #. (".* cm depth models), or OD !" (#." cm
depth models) GNRs mixed with shredded tissue to simulate
GNR-infused tumor tissue.

(.". In Vitro Agar Gel Model with De)ned Heating. Agar gel
wasmelted andmolded into round base pieces approximately
!." cm in thickness and *.* cm in diameter. “X” shapes ($* cm
across, ".!* cm wide, ".!* cm deep) were carved into the top
surface of base pieces and )lled with OD -GNRs suspension
mixed with agar gel to simulate GNRs-infused tumor tissue.
&e NIR light source was set to produce #W/cm2 power at
the tumor model level that varied from !.* to $.* cm above
themodel surface, andmodels were placed directly under the
light for ten minutes. Tumor temperature was measured and
photographed each minute during NIR light exposure using
a FLIR E$" thermal camera. &e OD - mixture was used to
model de)ned heating shapes. &ree trials were conducted
for each experiment set, plus one control trial that replaced
GNR suspension with distilled water.

(.*. In Vitro Photothermal Heating. &e in vitro tissue model
was exposed to NIR light for a total of #" minutes via the
LED light source. Temperature of the tumor was monitored
every ! minutes by li4ing the top tissue layer to expose
the tumor and recording a thermal image. A FLIR E$"
thermal imaging camera in combination with FLIR Tools+
was used to acquire, record, and analyze thermal images.&e
5ux density of the NIR light source was maintained in the
range of %.%–%..W/cm2.&e concentration of injected GNRs
was incrementally increased until ablation temperatures were
observed for each tumor depth. An average temperature over% = 3 trials per concentration was assessed.

For the animal tissuemodel showing de)ned heatingwith
a GNRs-infused “X”, the NIR LED was set to !.!W/cm2 5ux
density at the GNRs level. Models were placed ! cm under
the light source. & = 3 trials were conducted in each tumor
depth, with one additional control trial replacing GNRs sus-
pension with distilled water. Top layers (".* or # cm thick)
were placed on top of the bases during those models’ light
exposure periods. Temperatures at both top surface and
tumor level were measured and photographed every %"
seconds using a FLIR E$" thermal camera. Models were
removedwhen the tumor temperature reached approximately
**!C.

(.+. Initial GNRs PTT E,cacy Study in a Mouse Melanoma
Model. All murine animal studies were performed at Bolder
BioPATH Inc. (Boulder, CO). Mouse melanoma cells from
the B#-F#" line were cultured and implanted into female
C*.BL/- mice, weighing between #+ and !# g (Harlan Inc.,
Indianapolis, IN) [!.].&e B#-F#" tumor cells were obtained
from the DCT Tumor Repository (Frederick, MD, May #.,
#,,#); the cells were then tested via the MAP method on
November -, #,,#, with negative results for bacteria, fungi,
and mycoplasma. &e cells were maintained in LN! storage
until being thawed and expanded in culture. &e tumors
were allowed to grow .–#" days to a uniform size across all
treatment groups. &ere were four treatment groups, each
with % = 6: GNRs + NIR light, GNRs + no light, saline + NIR
light, and saline + no light. All procedures were performed
within IACUC ethical standards and practices.

A4er the tumors reached a uniform size, the treatment
groups were injected with either !"" "L OD -" PEG-GNRs
(approximately #$mg gold per kg body weight) or !"""L
sterile saline (control). &e GNRs were then allowed to cir-
culate within the body for $+ hrs before exposure to the NIR
light. A4er being anesthetized with iso5urane, each mouse
was exposed to NIR light for a total of -.*min, maintaining
external tumor temperatures in the ablation zone (**–-*!C)
for at least *min. Temperature was monitored using a FLIR
E$" thermal imaging camera in combination with FLIR
Tools+.&e power density of theNIR LED light was regulated
to maintain a constant external tumor temperature, staying
within the range of ".!*–".*"W/cm2. Tumor volume and
body weight were recorded every !-% days for the duration
of the study.&e animals were sacri)ced when tumor volume
reached #"% of their total body weight.

Animals were initially injected with PEG-GNRs or saline
on day ". &e )rst NIR light treatment took place on day
!. Subsequent treatments took place on day . and day #* as
needed for the remaining mice. Mice from the GNRs + no
light group and the saline + no light group were sacri)ced
on day +. Mice from the saline + NIR light group were
sacri)ced on day #!. Mice from the GNRs + NIR light group
survived until day !,. Treatments occurred on days !, .,
and #*, repeated as needed to mitigate tumor growth in the
surviving mice.&e initial treatment on day !was performed
as described above.&e second treatment, on day ., consisted
of #" separate local injections of OD -" PEG-GNRs at #""L
each, around the periphery of the tumor.&e tumor was then
exposed to NIR light for -.* minutes, at appropriate power
levels to maintain ablation temperatures.&e third treatment
was administered as a systemic treatment, in which on day
#* each surviving mouse was injected with !"""L of OD -"
PEG-GNRs and then allowed $+ hrs for the PEG-GNRs to
circulatewithin the body.&e tumorwas then exposed toNIR
light for -.*minutes, at appropriate power levels to maintain
ablation level temperatures.

3. Results

'.$. Initial Bench Heating Demonstration and Nontissue Mod-
els. GNRs can be highly tuned to resonate at speci)c wave-
lengths by altering their dimensions during growth. It is
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F/0123 !: Photothermal properties of GNRs in nontissue models nanorods. (a) Chart of varying concentrations of GNRs a4er exposure to
NIR light (#W/cm2, % = 3, #min exposure). (b) and (c)&ermographic images of water (b) and GNRs (OD *", (c)) in microcentrifuge tubes
a4er NIR exposure.

known that NIR light between -*" nm and #$*" nm can pass
through tissue with minimal loss of power; therefore, GNRs
for PTT in melanoma should be tuned to a wavelength in
this region [!+]. In this study we utilized GNRs and an LED
light engine speci)c to +*" nm which is in the middle of this
therapeutic window and increases NIR light penetration.

GNRs increased in temperature proportionally as the
solutions increased in concentration, until approximatelyOD
#!.*, at which point the temperature delta reached a plateau
(see Figure !(a)). An identical temperature delta plateau was
observed in subsequent in vitro models (not published).
Figures !(b) and !(c) show thermal images taken by a FLIR
E$" camera of a water control and OD *" GNRs a4er
NIR exposure (#min, #W/cm2). In the agar gel models, the
temperature of the GNR )lled “X shape” was recorded over
a period of #" minutes. &e gel model was able to reach
temperatures in the ablation zone, while maintaining de)ned
distinction between the GNR gel and the non-GNR gel.

'.(. Analysis of Treatable Tumor Depths and Heating within
De)ned Patterns in Animal Tissue Models. Animal tissue
models were used to show the ability of GNRs PTT to reach
and hold ablation temperatures. Ablation level temperatures

were observed at the tumor level for all tumor depths up
to # cm. For ", ".*, and # cm depths, GNRs ODs of #, #",
and #!, respectively, were necessary to reach these elevated
heating levels.&e majority of heating occurred in the )rst $
minutes of NIR light exposure, and the observed temperature
was maintained through the duration of the experiment
(Figure %(a)).

&e animal tissuemodel was also used to demonstrate the
ability of GNRs to heat along de)ned patterns when exposed
to NIR light. Figures %(b) and %(c) show the di(erence in
temperature before and a4er NIR exposure. An “X” shape
)lled with GNRs shows de)ned heating patterns restricted to
the presence ofGNRs.&e tissuemodelswere exposed toNIR
light at %.%W/cm2 for #!" seconds and then removed from
light exposure once themodel reached ablative temperatures.
While the in vitro models we used lack perfusion, which
has signi)cant consequences for tissue heating dynamics
[!,], they provided a rapid, easy method of evaluating tissue
heating e(ectiveness, and they were valuable in developing
dosing guidelines for both GNRs and the NIR light.

'.'. Initial GNRs PTT E,cacy Study in a Mouse Melanoma
Model. In this study, e'cacy was demonstrated by exposing
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F/0123 %: Photothermal properties of GNRs in animal tissue models. (a) Graph showing temperature increase over time for di(erent
combinations of GNR concentrations and tumor depths. OD # was used for super)cial tumor models (" cm deep), OD #" was used for
".* cm deep tumormodels, and OD #!was used for #." cm deep tumormodels in order to reach target ablation temperatures. All models were
exposed to %.*W/cm2 of NIR light. (b) and (c)&ermographic images of GNR )lled “X” in animal tissue models, before ((b), t = ") and a4er
((c), t = #!" s) NIR light exposure (OD %.%, !.!W/cm2).
aggressive B#-F#" murine melanoma tumors in C*. mice
to PEG-GNR PTT, in which PEGylated GNRs localized to
tumor tissues via the EPR e(ect and the applied NIR light
provided energy for heating the GNRs and thus the tumors.
&e primary end points of this study were tumor volume and
survival.

&e fully treated mice (GNRs + NIR light) lived for up to
!, days a4er initial injection of the PEG-GNRs, whereas the
saline + NIR light group survived until day #% (Figure $(a)).
Both groups that did not receive NIR light treatment were
sacri)ced on day , due to tumor growth. &is study also
examined average tumor volume throughout the course of
the treatment. Tumor volumes were recorded every !-%
days for all surviving mice (Figure $(b)). &e average tumor
volume of the fully treated mice (GNRs + NIR light) showed
a decrease a4er PEG-GNRs PTT.&e control groups did not
show a decrease in tumor volume a4er treatment.

4. Discussion

We present the development of a novel PTT approach as a
potential melanoma treatment. We demonstrate signi)cant

reduction in tumor volume andmore than double animal sur-
vival compared to untreated controls. &ese results are very
favorable compared to studies using the current generation of
melanoma drugs. Until recently, published work has shown
that only NIR lasers have the power needed to excite GNRs
[!*, %"]. In the current research, we demonstrate that ablative
temperatures can be reached using a high powered LED
device. &is dramatically reduces the complications of using
GNRs combined with NIR light as a therapy, as NIR from an
LED is safer and easier to use when compared to the use of
a laser [%"].&e ability of an LED device to excite the GNRs
was demonstrated )rst using a simple GNRs suspension and
then shown to be e(ective at reaching ablative temperatures
in in vitromodels.

From our in vitro experiments, we show that the LED
device is able to e(ectively heat tumor models at varying
tissue depths up to #.* cm. Temperatures within the ablation
range (**–-*!C) were met and maintained at the tumor level,
by adjusting the GNRs concentration within the model and
the applied 5ux density of the LED’s power output. While
the in vitro tumor models lack some features of living tissue,
notably perfusion, the results of the animal experiments
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F/0123 $: E'cacy of photothermal therapy demonstrated in the treatment of mice bearingmurinemelanoma tumors. C*.BL/-mice bearing
F#"B#- tumors were injected with either PEG-GNRs (!"" "L, OD-") or saline (!"""L); the PEG-GNRs were then allowed $+ hrs to circulate
within the body, and then half of the mice were exposed to NIR light to maintain ablation temperatures for -min (% = 6). &eir overall
survival and tumor volume were tracked throughout the entire length of the study (tumor measurements were taken every !-% days). (a)
Survival of the mice is plotted against time (days), with day = " signifying initial PEG-GNR/saline injection. (b) Tumor volume (mm3) is
plotted versus time (days) a4er initial injection with PEG-GNRs/saline.&e data in (a) and (b) were censored.

demonstrate that therapeutically e(ective heating is achieved
in vivo. In vitromodels also showed that heat is only observed
in the presence of NIR exposed GNRs. &is translates into
localized heating of de)ned and predictable patterns, speci)c
to the GNRs only; from this it is clear that illuminating
healthy tissue without the presence of GNRs generates mini-
mal heating and minimal damage.

PEG-GNRs have been shown to e(ectively accumulate in
solid tumors due to the EPR e(ect [#., %#, %!]. Previously, it
has been reported that GNRs without the PEG coating are
unable to accumulate within solid tumors, due to their lack
of biocompatibility and stability [%%, %$]. PEG provides the
GNRs with an increased half-life and greater biodistribution
within in vivomodels [%#, %*, %-]. In the current study, PEG-
GNRs combined with NIR light from an LED device were
shown to increase animal survival and reduce overall tumor
volume. Without the addition of the PEG coating to the
GNRs, there would have been immediate clearance of the
GNRs from the body and therefore minimal accumulation of
the GNRs in the tumor, and the PTT would have been largely
ine(ective. It can be concluded that PEG, or a similar
biocompatible polymer, is essential when conducting in vivo
experiments with GNRs, in order to allow the GNRs to fully
dispersewithin the body and allow for accumulation in tumor
tissues. In addition, the PEG coating stabilized the GNRs
during heating, thus keeping them from altering their mor-
phology and heating ability. No changes in the morphology

or heating ability of the PEG-coated GNRs were observed in
this study.

Future studies will investigate the biodistribution and
clearance of PEG-GNRs within the body, as well as the
e(ects of higher GNRs concentration and power density for
in vivo use. More detailed studies examining the dosimetry
of the observed temperatures during PTT and the duration
of treatment are needed [!,], in order to develop a model
that can be used for predicting appropriate treatment settings
based on patient variables. &is would aid in correlating the
recorded temperatures with tumor volume reduction and
increased survival. Such information is imperative in order
to make this therapy an e(ective clinical treatment.
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